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Abstract

Idioms such as “call it a day” and “piece of001
cake” are ubiquitous in natural language. How002
are idioms processed by Transformer language003
models? This study investigates this question004
on three models - BERT, Multilingual BERT005
and DistilBERT. We compare the embeddings006
of idiom and literal expressions across all layers007
of the networks on the sentence level and on the008
word level. We also explore the attention from009
other sentence tokens towards a word inside an010
idiom compared to a literal context. Results011
show that the three models have different inner012
workings, but they all represent idioms differ-013
ently to literal language, with attention being a014
crucial mechanism. The findings suggest that015
idioms are semantically and syntactically id-016
iosyncratic, not only for humans but also for017
language models.018

1 Introduction019

“Why would you put all your eggs in one basket?020

I can’t wrap my head around it”. Idioms such as021

“put all one’s eggs in one basket” and “wrap one’s022

head around” are used frequently in natural con-023

versations. Despite their abundance, much remains024

to be explored regarding their syntactic, semantic,025

and pragmatic characteristics, and how they are026

processed by the human brain as well as NLP mod-027

els. Recent Transformer-based language models028

such as BERT have demonstrated strong capabili-029

ties in a sweep of tasks involving natural language030

understanding. (Ref??) However, few attempts031

have been made to understand the inner workings032

of these language models in terms of idiom process-033

ing. In this study, we conduct three experiments034

to explore the inner workings of transformer lan-035

guage models in idiom processing. Specifically, we036

investigate the processing of BERT, M-BERT (Mul-037

tilingual BERT) and DistilBERT by comparing the038

embeddings on the sentence level and on the word039

level. We also explore the attention from other sen-040

tence tokens to a word inside an idiom compared 041

to a literal context. We ask three questions: 042

• How do Transformer language models (LMs) 043

represent idiomatic sentences as opposed to 044

their literal spelt-out counterparts across dif- 045

ferent layers in the network? For example, 046

“Birds of a feather flock together” versus “Peo- 047

ple with similar interests stick together”. 048

• How do LMs represent a word inside an id- 049

iom compared to the same word in a literal 050

context? For example, the word “feather” in 051

“Birds of a feather flock together” versus “My 052

parakeet dropped a green feather.” 053

• How do LMs pay attention to a word inside 054

an idiom compared to a literal context? 055

1.1 Related Work 056

The current study is related to linguistic research 057

on idioms, research on the inner workings of BERT, 058

often coined “BERTology”, and more specifically 059

BERT’s processing of idiomatic expressions. 060

Linguistic theories of idioms: Idioms seem easy 061

to spot but difficult to define. They are conven- 062

tionalised, affective, and often figurative multi- 063

word expressions used primarily in informal speech 064

(Baldwin and Kim, 2010). Idioms are often non- 065

compositional - the meaning of an idiom often can- 066

not be predicted based on the meaning of the words 067

it is composed of (Nunberg et al., 1994). Sinclair 068

and Sinclair (1991) postulates that humans process 069

idioms by treating them as a “single independent 070

token”. 071

BERT and BERTology: BERT (Devlin et al., 072

2018) is a large Transformer network pre-trained on 073

3.3 billion tokens of written corpora including the 074

BookCorpus and the English Wikipedia (Vaswani 075

et al., 2017). Each layer contains multiple self- 076

attention heads that compute attention weights be- 077

tween all pairs of tokens. Attention weights can 078
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be seen as deciding how relevant every token is079

in relation to every other token for producing the080

representation on the following layer.081

Many studies have explored how different082

linguistic information is represented in BERT083

(Mickus et al., 2020; ?; Tenney et al., 2019), Jawa-084

har et al. (2019) observed that different layers en-085

code different linguistic information. Lower lay-086

ers capture phrase-level information (i.e. surface087

features), middle layers capture syntactic informa-088

tion and higher layers capture semantic features.089

Studies disagree on where and how much semantic090

information is encoded. For example, Tenney et al.091

(2019) suggest that semantics is spread across the092

entire model. Lenci et al. (2021) found that the up-093

permost layer in BERT was the worst-performing,094

globally. There is less work on the inner workings095

of DistilBert(Sanh et al., 2019) and M-Bert(Pires096

et al., 2019), most studies focus on comparing per-097

formance cross-lingually or in downstream tasks098

between these models (Ulčar and Robnik-Sikonja,099

2021; Wu and Dredze, 2020; Sajjad et al., 2021;100

Lenci et al., 2021).101

Idiom processing in BERT: The processing of102

idiomatic expressions in BERT is under-explored103

and is considered a challenge (Salton et al., 2014).104

Nedumpozhimana and Kelleher (2021) investigated105

how BERT recognises idiomatic expressions, sug-106

gesting that the idiomatic expression indicator is107

found both within the expression and in the sur-108

rounding context. This study analysed the aggre-109

gated embeddings in the final layer, and did not110

investigate how representations change across dif-111

ferent layers.112

2 Experiments113

To look into the black box of how LMs processes id-114

iomatic language, we conducted three experiments115

to assess sentence embeddings, word embeddings116

and attention across all layers of the networks.117

2.1 Dataset118

Two annotators (native speakers of English) re-119

searched the most frequently used idioms in the En-120

glish language, and manually constructed a dataset121

of 200 unique idioms1. We chose to limit our122

1To our knowledge, a comparable dataset with these fea-
tures does not exist. While recent work is beginning to address
the scarcity of multiword expression datasets, for instance the
EPIE dataset which contains formal and static idioms (Saxena
and Paul, 2020), an idiom-focused dataset that allows for both
sentence-level and word-level analysis is lacking.

dataset to 200 idioms to ensure that the idiomatic 123

expressions we test are not too obscure. We did 124

not include idioms wherein the keyword does not 125

have a common literal usage. For instance, we 126

did not include the idiom “in a nutshell”, as the 127

word “nutshell” is not frequently used outside of 128

its idiomatic context. Each idiom comes with (1) 129

a sentence containing that idiom, (2) a spelt-out 130

sentence expressing the same in literal language, 131

and (3) two unrelated literal sentences containing a 132

key-word from the idiom. We release our dataset as 133

one of the contributions of this paper. An example 134

of a datapoint: 135

• Idiom : under the weather 136

• Idiom sentence : I’m feeling under the 137

weather today. 138

• Spelt-out meaning: I’m feeling unwell today. 139

• Unrelated literal sentence 1: today’s weather 140

is nice. 141

• Unrelated literal sentence 2: the weather is 142

meant to change at 10am today. 143

2.2 Experiment 1: Idiom versus Spelt-out 144

sentence embedding analysis 145

Experiment 1 investigates how sentence embed- 146

dings of idiomatic sentences evolves across layers. 147

2.2.1 Methods and Results 148

To embed the sentences, we used the python library 149

Transformers from Huggingface (Wolf et al., 150

2020). We used the medium-sized BERT model 151

(bert-base-uncased), Multilingual Bert 152

(bert-base-multilingual-uncased), 153

and DistilBert(distilbert-base-uncased), 154

all of which contains 12 layers, 12 attention 155

heads.Let S denote the dataset of all (idiom, and 156

spelt-out) sentence tuples (in the notations below 157

we represent idiom sentences with si, and spelt-out 158

sentences with ss). 159

We determine whether BERT’s representation of 160

an idiom sentence is similar to its spelt-out coun- 161

terpart using two metrics: 162

• Metric 1: the raw cosine similarity 163

ϕ(si, ss) = si·ss
max(||si||2·||ss||2,ϵ) computed for 164

all (si, ss) ∈ S. 165

• Metric 2: the cosine similarity ranking com- 166

puted for all (si, ss) with (si, ss) ∈ S × S . 167
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The raw cosine similarity in Metric 1 indicates168

the how close an idiom and spelt-out pair is in the169

embedding space, while the similarity ranking in170

Metric 2 determines the quality of an embedding in171

capturing semantic nuances compared to controls.172

A close idiom and spelt-out pair relative to controls173

should converge to a high rank. The reasoning is174

that when an idiomatic sentence si is compared175

against all spelt-out sentences ss in the dataset, its176

spelt-out counterpart should be the most similar in177

semantic content.178

Figure 1: Experiment 1 - Sentence Cosine similarity of
Idiom and Spelt-out sentence pairs

Figure 2: Experiment 1 - Similarity ranking, where we
plot the similarity ranking of the spelt-out counterpart -
the closer to zero, the more similar the spelt-out coun-
terpart is to the idiom sentence compared to controls.

The results are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.179

Overall, the cosine similarity2 between idiom sen-180

tence and its spelt-out counterpart is higher than the181

random baseline for all three models. Interestingly,182

DistilBert has much higher raw sentence similarity183

for both idiom-literal pairs and for random base-184

lines; it also has less variation across layers com-185

pared to the other two models. In order to evaluate186

2We concatenated the activations of all sentence tokens
into a single flattened vector3. We calculate the cosine similar-
ity between each idiom sentence and its spelt-out counterpart.
As a baseline, we calculate the cosine similarity between an
idiom sentence and a random spelt-out sentence. In all cases,
we report the mean cosine similarity.

if the LMs represent a literal spelt-out sentence to 187

be more similar to random controls, we evaluated a 188

similarity ranking metric. 189

The pair ranking results (Figure 2) show that 190

similarity ranking increases across layers, peaking 191

at layer 10 for BERT, at layer 8 for Multilingual 192

Bert and at layer 12 for DistilBert. BERT performs 193

the best and DistilBert the worst. Once again we 194

observe significant differences for 3 models. Over- 195

all, experiment 1 show that LMs are able to discern 196

idiom expressions on a sentence level. 197

2.3 Experiment 2: How does the embedding 198

of a word within an idiom change 199

compared to the same word in a literal 200

context 201

Experiment 2 investigates how word embeddings 202

change when the word is in an idiomatic versus 203

literal context. 204

Dataset: For each idiom sentence we manually 205

created two unrelated literal sentences that contain 206

a word from the associated idiom. For example, 207

idiom sentence: Don’t beat around the [bush]. Un- 208

related literal sentences: (1) There’s a small [bush] 209

in the garden, and (2) The dog jumped over the 210

bush. Target word: “bush”. 211

Figure 3: Experiment 2 - Cosine similarities of word
embeddings between idiomatic and literal use of the
word

Methods and Results: We identified the index of 212

the target word after the sentences were tokenised, 213

and retrieved the embedding for this word across 214

all layers for the idiom sentence and the two un- 215

related literal sentences. We calculate the cosine 216

similarity for the word embedding (1) between id- 217

iom and literal context and (2) between the two 218

literal contexts as a baseline. 219

Figure 3 shows that for all three language mod- 220

els, the similarity of word in two literal contexts 221
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(dotted line) is higher than between idiom and lit-222

eral context (solid line). What is surprising is the223

difference among the 3 LMs. Just like in experi-224

ment 1, DistilBERT shows less variations across225

layers. For BERT, the similarity of word embed-226

ding between literal and idiom context drop signifi-227

cant more than between two literal contexts. This228

confirms our hypothesis that the semantic meaning229

of idioms are captured in deeper layers of BERT,230

where words inside idiom drift further from their lit-231

eral meaning. We see a similar but reduced pattern232

in Multilingual BERT. On the other hand, Distil-233

BERT behaves in the opposite way - word embed-234

ding actually increases across layers (though over-235

all word embeddings are less similar than BERT236

and M-BERT). This leads to the question whether237

the internal structure of DistilBERT - due to its dis-238

tillation training - is different to LMs trained from239

language directly.240

2.4 Experiment 3: Does BERT pay different241

attentions to words inside idioms versus242

literal context243

Experiment 1 and 2 show that LMs treat idioms244

differently to literal expressions. What is the mech-245

anism that allows the networks to process this dif-246

ference? As self-attention is central to the power247

of Transformer models, we hypothesise that the248

network integrates idioms by paying different at-249

tention when a word is in an idiom versus a literal250

context. Specifically, we hypothesise that words in-251

side idioms are less connected to the rest of the sen-252

tence, following the linguistic theory that idiomatic253

expression functions as a single unit (Sinclair and254

Sinclair, 1991).255

2.4.1 Methods and Results256

For each idiom sentence, we select a word inside257

the idiom and the indices of the target word (e.g.258

“bush”) in the idiom and the literal sentence. Then259

for each sentence and for each layer, we calculated260

the average attention from all other sentence tokens261

to the target word.262

Figure 4 plots the attention in each layer of LMs263

from all other sentence tokens to the target word.264

For all three language models, sentence tokens pays265

less attention to a word inside an idiom (solid lines)266

than it does to the same word in a literal context267

(dotted lines), supporting the idea that LMs see id-268

ioms as more idiosyncratic units. Once again we269

observe differences among the three LMs, where270

DistilBERT shows less variation internally com-271

Figure 4: Experiment 3 - Attention from other sentence
tokens to word inside an idiom sentence versus a literal
sentence

pared to Bert and Multilingual BERT. 272

3 Discussion 273

We investigated how Transformer LMs process id- 274

ioms across its layers on a sentence level and word 275

level. Experiment 1 shows that on a sentence level, 276

LMs represents an idiom sentence to be similar 277

to its literal spelt-out counterpart. Experiment 2 278

shows that on a word level, LMs represent a word 279

inside an idiom versus a literal context differently 280

across layers. Experiment 3 shows that words in 281

an idiom receive less attention from the rest of the 282

sentence and thus have a weaker link to words out- 283

side of the idiom. The results shed light on the 284

inner workings of LMs on idiom processing. Inter- 285

estingly, DistilBERT demonstrates less variations 286

across layers compared to Bert and Multilingual 287

BERT, opening the question whether the distilla- 288

tion training of DistilBERT, as opposed to learning 289

from language directly for BERT, reduces internal 290

nuances across layers. We intend to investigate this 291

question in future studies. 292

4 Conclusion 293

Idiomatic expressions are part and parcel of every- 294

day language use. This study investigates the inner 295

workings of idiom processing in 3 Transformer lan- 296

guage models. Results show that LMs represent 297

idioms differently to literal language. Words inside 298

idioms receive less attention compared to words 299

in literal contexts, supporting the linguistic theory 300

that idioms are idiosyncratic. We discovered dif- 301

ferences among different LMs, especially between 302

BERT and DistilBERT, raising future questions of 303

the differences in internal structures in different 304

language models. 305
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